"You know my views, my lord, of the action to which the Viceroy
is being driven by counsels of despair."
"More than that." Del Vasto smiled.  "I share them."
"Why, then, here is something that may persuade him to stay his
hand awhile."  He proffered his letter.
It was a day of gloom and storm, and del Vasto moved to the
\vindcw, against which the rain vyas beating, seeking light by which to
read. He was a long time reading, fingering his little pointed beard
the while, and a longer time considering, whilst the only sounds were
the lashing of the rain and dull boom of the waves upon the rocks at
the castle's base.
At last, when he turned again to face his companion, there was a
faint Sush glowing through his olive skin and a glitter in his dark eyes,
betraying a queer excitement.
"Is the writer trustworthy?" he asked, sharply. "Can you depend
upon Ms opinions T
"If his opinions were all, I should not have troubled you. What
he believes is of no consequence. We can draw inferences for our-
selves. What matter are the facts which he reports, the events in Genoa.
To these \ve can add our knowledge of Doha's ambition* He must
extricate himself from his difficulty, or become the last man in the
State, where he had hoped to be the first/'
"Yes. I see that." The frowning Marquis toyed absently with his
thumb-ring. "But it is possible that he speaks the truth when he
declares that he was betrayed by France. More, it is probable; for
King Francis is of a shifty nature, reckless of promises, grudging of
fulfilment."
"That is no matter." Prospero displayed impatience. This
defence of Doria irritated him, "It does not affect the situation."
"Believe me, it does; for if I were persuaded that Doria is untrust-
worthy, I should not care to deal with him."
He looked at Prospero as if inviting an answer. But Prospero
subdued himself. It was inevitable that he should share Scipione's
hope of seeing Doria unmasked; and having sought del Vasto so as
to further that aim, it was not for him to raise obstacles against it.
In the face of Prosperous silence, the Marquis resumed. "I know,
of course, that you have very cause to think the worst of Doria. The
appearances justify you. But they are still only appearances."
"My father did not die merely in appearance," said Prospero,
unable to repress at least that protest.
Slowly del Vasto came forward until one of his fine hands was
resting on Prospsro's shoulder. He spoke softly. "I know. I know.
That must colour all your view.'* He paused a moment, then became
brisk. *T11 borrow the courier who brought you this letter. He shall
bear me a word to Andrea Doria that will put Messer de* Fieschi's
judgment to the test.**
"Have you m mind to make him a proposal? Would you so as
far as that, my lord?"
"At need Fll go further. I know the Emperor's mind in this as I
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